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If you are looking for the ServeSafe test for the foodhandler/ sanitation class get it from here!!I was

going to buy it straight for ServeSafe, but the exam sheet was $38 plus $20 in shipping and that for

the 8-14 day shipping!! If you have  student prime, which you should have because it's amazing, it's

free shipping.The only reason I was scared was that I was ABSOLUTELY sure this was the right

thing. But it is and I passed!! : ) GOOD LUCK! It's not as hard as your prof's are making it out to be!

But remember to do the Pearson online stuff!!

I am among the people who felt the cost of this answer sheet was ridiculous until I took the test and

realized that the answer sheet is just a small part of the entire process and that's what you are

paying for, the entire process. You pay for the answer sheet but you are also eventually getting a

test booklet which will be distributed by your instructor (or test proctor), all the shipping and

processing of your test and the actual certification, including a certificate (assuming you pass the

test) which lasts for 5 years. If you are looking for a job in ANY area of food service this certification,

if it isn't mandatory already, will certainly help your resume stand out.It certainly isn't the best deal in

the world but 40 bucks for a recognized industry standard professional certification is not a totally

bad one. There are other industries where it costs considerably more for a certification like this. Just



pass the test or you will have to pay another $40 to take it again. The test is exactly like the

standardized tests you took in high school with the sealed test booklet, #2 pencils and all the

attendant rigmarole.My answer sheet shipped in a flat, self-sealed corrugated container similar to

the ones  uses to ship books but flat enough to hold a single sheet of paper and a shipping list. It

arrived on time and in perfect condition. I got the textbook used from  for $14 and bought the answer

sheet two weeks before the test for $38. Not counting tuition (the truly outrageous cost in the

process) my total outlay was $52 and I am now ServSafe certified for all that it's worth.

The ServSafe exam sheet I ordered from here was not what I ordered. There was on 70 bubble

answers and When I went to take my test I asked my teacher about it and she said there was 90

questions on the exam not 70, so my teacher didn't know what was wrong with my exam sheet, she

said she never saw anything like this before,so I had to finish writing my answers on a blank piece

of paper. It was just a waste of money on this exam sheet for it to not have all the answers on it.

There was supposed to be 90 bubble questions on the sheet and it only had 70 so I basically paid

for something that wasn't what it said it was.

I needed this for my ServSafe class. I got a used book at the college bookstore and the sheet was

used. If you have to take a class in ServSafe, just buy a new book with the sheet in it.

I was kind of worried when I received the exam sheet because it said "void" on it, but I ended up

getting my scores and certificate just fine. Definitely recommend ordering this from  and not the

servsafe website. So many problem from the servsafe website and 0 from  plus a much more

reasonable shipping price.

BEWARE! This was a FAKE! I took the exam and was notified that it was a xeroxed copy and it held

up my whole class' results! BUY THIS DIRECTLY FROM DISTRIBUTOR! Don't make the same

mistake I did.

So, this one piece of paper was a lot of money, in my opinion, but it got here on time!

Order 05/13, just 'paper' is still on the way as of today, 05/25...expected on 06/07.
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